world of warcraft headset SERIES

EXPERIENCE AZEROTH LIKE NEVER BEFORE

INTERCHANGEABLE HEADSET LENSES

With the Sound Blaster® World of Warcraft® Headset
and Wireless Headset, you get cutting-edge technology
and THX TruStudio PC for an unrivalled headphone
surround gaming experience. A professional grade
microphone aids you in communicating with your party
or raid clearly while interchangeable headset lenses
bearing the marks of your chosen faction and
programmable color illumination options shouts your
allegiance for all to see.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
Performance

Hear every battle cry and clash of weapons in amazing
detail. THX TruStudio PC sound technologies create
unprecedented levels of audio realism and includes stunning
surround effects, producing virtual speakers around,
above, and below you. While the detachable
noise-canceling microphone gives you clear, precise speech
delivery, ensuring your fellow players will hear every word.

VOLUME DOWN
VOLUME UP

Personalize
DETACHABLE MICROPHONE

Make the headset your own by customizing the illumination
and enhancing the audio experience to your liking. Declare
your allegiance with interchangeable Horde and Alliance
headset lenses, with additional lenses coming soon!

Premium
USB 2.0 FOR AUDIO
USB WIRELESS TRANSMITTER
CONSISTENCY (Wired Headset)
(Wireless Headset)

Settle in for that epic raid. The headset comes with
oversized ear cups with soft leatherette padding, for an
amazing comfort even during those marathon instance
clearing sessions.

Connectivity

Choose the wireless headset that features advanced
uncompressed wireless technology or get the wired headset
for pristine high-definition digital USB audio. Either way,
you can experience the same powerful sound from Sound
Blaster whether you are raiding or out on a quest.

Software

WORLD OF WARCRAFT AUDIO
CONTROL PANEL

SPECIFICATIONS

Feature Description

HEADPHONES
Driver Units: 40mm Neodymium Magnet
Frequency Response: 20Hz ~ 20kHz
Impedance: 32 ohms
SPL (1kHz): 112dB
MICROPHONE
Microphone Type: Noise-Canceling Condenser
Frequency Response: 100Hz ~ 7kHz
Impedance: 2.2 kohms
Sensitivity@ 1kHz: -48 dBV/Pa (Uni-directional)

World of Warcraft Audio Control Panel
Configure settings easily with custom software that enables
you to personalize the illumination of your headset as well
as customize your audio experience. Works with both PC
and Mac.

Sound Blaster World of Warcraft Voice Tap
(Sold separately)
Rotations, rotations, rotations. Keep your hands
totally free to control the game by mapping your
push-to-talk key or favorite macro to this
optional foot control pedal. You’ll thank us later
when you see your DPS on the meters.
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